
Grid
Leather Rug



Spinneybeck covers new ground with 
a sophisticated collection of leather 
rugs. The luxurious natural feel of 
leather and plentiful color options 
create an unlimited canvas for the 
floor. Designed by noted architect 
Emanuela Frattini Magnusson, 
Spinneybeck rugs are fabricated with 
superb craftsmanship and the finest 
Italian leather. Grid is fabricated of 
12 in (30.5 cm) leather squares with 
2 in (5.1 cm) wide overlapping strip. 
Select two colors, one for the primary 
and one for the accent, from the 
collections of Andes, Acqua, España, 
Embossed Tipped, Forte, Hand 
Tipped, Portofino, Sabrina, Volo, 
Velluto Pelle, and Vicenza leathers. 
The thread color will match the large 
leather square, unless otherwise 
specified.

Emanuela Frattini Magnusson is the 
founder and principal of EFM Design, 
an international, award-winning, 
multi-disciplinary practice that spans 
architecture, interiors, product design, 
brand development, and graphics.
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Specifications
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Name Grid Rug
Designer Emanuela Frattini Magnusson
Content European cowhide + Bonded nylon thread
Standard Sizes Medium: 4'-0" x 6'-0" (121.9 x 182.9 cm)

Large: 6'-0" x 9'-0" (182.9 x 274.3 cm)
X-Large: 9'-0" x 12'-0" (274.3 x 365.8 cm)

Module Size 12 in (30.5 cm)v
Leather Types AU, AD, ES, ET, FE, HT, PT, SA, VP, VO, VZ
Backing Each rug includes an integral black felt backing which extends 1/4 in (63.5 mm) beyond 

the perimeter of the leather surface. An optional Eco Rug Pad is available for an 
additional charge.

Maintenance Wipe with a cool, damp cloth. For tougher soiling, use a pH-balanced soap and rinse. 
Repeat, if needed. Occasional use of Spinneybeck Finished Leather Cleaner, Conditioner 
& Protector or Finished Leather Maintenance Kit is recommended. Other leather cleaners 
such as saddle soap or household cleaners that may contain harsh chemicals, alcohol or 
ink removers should never be used. 

Lead Time Made to order and certain lead times will apply
Custom Custom sizes are available with a 24 ft² (2.23 m²) minimum at the module size of 12 in 

(30.5 cm) square. Custom 18 x 18 in (45 x 45 cm) mock-ups are available for a 
one-time charge. 

Leather Colors Refer to Color Book for available colors
Thread Color Thread color will match the primary leather colors, unless otherwise specified
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